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boss-lover said one day after coffee.
Sara scrubs and scrubs.
"How pretty you look, such a lovely smile."
She scrubs until she can scrub no longer, when the suds cover the brown perfection and stick to the sweet air of her body. Sara turns off the water and stands in the robe
of suds in her shower; the place that is hers and hers alone, where her spirit tries to swim,
but drowns in soap. It is her shower. She hears the voice of her boss, her lover, her
American man calling, "Sara. Hon? Are you out of the shower yet? It's getting late."
Sera wonders what Ninang would say. White men, so stupid. If I had tree wishes I would
wish to be a tall woman with balls and a large dick, larger than any other dick in the
world, so I could rape all of their asses. Sera wants to laugh at her boss at herself and at
the words that Ninang would never say, but her little body smothered under the icing of
her own cleanliness cannot pray for a single word or sound. Jesus help. She turns on the
water and rinses off the white shell. Seraphina brown, wet, running fills her lungs with a
scream that bursts the seams of her body as she gracefully swims into the colorless,
tasteless, and blind ditch of her lover's white hand, where she believes expensive wine
tastes better, money is the reason for living, white is her favorite color, and her legs are
her greatest asset.

—Jenny Silva '02
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Toward the end, he splintered a frame on the floor,
scattering glass across their bare feet. In it,
picture the portrait of what was to come, her
direction of lens
at a mirror already sectioned, his ghostarms holding from behind. Picture the divide
of reflection. He was salvation. Today,
she answers him in
a voice that hangs between lack and want. It is
her arm he reached first, the hinge of inner skin,
of inner intimacy, the previous
grasp: the hinge she used
to close him out. He stopped her mid-breath. In this
pause, a lightness falls outside from the sky. Snow
comes. With it, the cold air slices through me.
I know desire
is a hot vein of inhalation. It burns
like running in snow must tear the lungs and legs
too far. I could leave her; I mean death. I mean
the end of desire.
I mean: then will the slender fire have run
its course. I know the subterfuge of leaving
and ending. I leave marks with my teeth instead.
Pain is the word yes.

—Mary Ann T. Davis '00
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